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Welcome to
WILD HEART MUSIC STUDIOS
The first training and development branch of Wild
Heart Creatives, Wild Heart Music Studios offers
industry advancement and coaching in a diverse
array of instruments, including VOICE, GUITAR,
KEYS, STRINGS, DRUMS and MORE from its
home base in Sydney, Australia to artists across
the world.
With industry leading ARTIST DEVELOPMENT
programs, ENSEMBLE and BANDS opportunities,
and workshops unlike any other, Wild Heart Music
is leading the way to the creative industry of
tomorrow, allowing artists the chance to make their
dreams a reality.
A development facility unlike any other, Wild Heart
Music offers a home of creative opportunity to
artists ready to begin working and changing the
culture of the current music industry.
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VOCAL COACHING
Everyone sees the superstar singer performing
on world stages but seem to forget the necessary
development and training taking part every day to
create vocal success.
Vocal Coaching is an area of immense depth,
and requires patience, commitment, and practice
to reach its full potential.
Students will study a range of technical voice and
performances skills from stylised training forms of
classical, operatic, jazz, theatre, and
contemporary vocals. Dive in-depth into vocal
technique, anatomic study, health, and musical
understanding, whilst interpreting and engaging
in musical performance and song study.
WEEKLY MINIMUM PRACTICE RECOMMENDATION:
6 hours/week

INSTRUMENT COACHING
Everyone sees the superstar performing on big
stages but seems to forget the necessary
development and training taking part everyday to
create musical success.
Students will study a range of technical skills from
stylised training forms and genres, including of
classical, jazz & soul, theatre, country, rock and
contemporary styles. Explore extended technique,
instrument study, musical understanding and theory
training, whilst interpreting and engaging in both
solo and ensemble musical performance and
environments, and (of course) the classic - song
study.
Instrumental ability and skill training is an area of immense depth, and requires
patience, commitment and practice to reach its full potential.
WEEKLY MINIMUM PRACTICE RECOMMENDATION:
6 hours/week
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SONGWRITING & PRODUCTION COACHING
Behind every hit song is a music creator hustling and bustling. The unsung heroes of
the industry and the highest regular income earners, Producers, songwriters, and
music creators are the heart of the music business.
Songwriting and Production Coaching are areas of immense depth, and requires
patience, commitment, and consistent practice to reach its full potential.
Students will gauge a range of songwriting, music creation, and music production
styles and genres, exploring current pop trends, staple county, and rock productions,
and move into experimental and alternative areas. Dive in-depth into DAW systems,
audio mixing and mastering, lyrical and melodic creation methods, natural/acoustic
writing, plug-in workings, collaboration with songwriters and artists – all whilst
building your own publishing and production portfolio.
WEEKLY MINIMUM PRACTICE RECOMMENDATION:
8 hours/week

PROGRAMS AND WORKSHOPS
Wild Heart Music Studios is home to an array of industry programs and workshops.
These are subject to fluctuation each year, so contact our team at
hello@wildheartmusicstudios.com to learn more about our current and upcoming
workshops and programs.
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PRICING
We are so excited to be offering mobile coaching around Sydney. Offering coaching
in all areas for half hour, hour or hour and a half session, see our pricing table below
for costs:
TIME

LESSON PRICE

Half Hour Session (0.5)

$35

Hour Session (1)

$70

Hour and a Half Session (1.5)

$105

YEARLY SCHEDULE
Wild Heart Creatives runs in conjunction
with the school term system. Lessons run
according to the school’s term, including
breaks.
Throughout our training and development
divisions, we encourage a strong focus on
continual creative development, and
encourage our students to continue their
sessions as such.
Should students wish to break for holiday
sessions, it is the client’s (or caregiver’s)
responsibility to email administration at
hello@wildheartmusicstudios.com to notify
us of your break and when you wish to
commence sessions again.
NOTE: For all tour/gig/session recording bookings of coaches, please contact
hello@wildheartmusicstudios.com

COACHING STANDARDS
All coaches are trained to Wild Heart Creatives standards in
industry currency and versed in the Voiceful Method of coaching.
Coaches receive regular performance review and updates to
ensure the highest of standards are met for artist coaching
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The terms and conditions below will govern the use of Wild Heart Music Studios
(henceforth acting as representative in the following terms and conditions on behalf
of Wild Heart Creatives) and its services offered. Wild Heart Vocal Studios will
provide the services to you on the condition that you accept the terms of this
agreement. This agreement will take effect once the enrolment has been processed.
Parents/ Legal Guardians will accept these terms and agreements on behalf of their
children.

GENERAL
•

•
•
•

All sessions will be conducted by coaches who have
been trained in their field. All coaches have
undergone a mandatory screening process to
ensure their ability and knowledge are up to Wild
Heart Music Studios standards.
All staff have valid Working with Children (WWC).
Scheduling for weekly lessons will follow the New
South Wales school term calendar (inclusive of
school holidays).
Wild Heart Music Studios makes itself available for
any necessary enquiries regarding clientele
satisfaction and stands to best
satisfy both coach and client.

LESSON FEE STRUCTURE
•

•

•
•

•

Upon enrolment, we require a
deposit for one week worth of
coaching, additionally payment for
the first session. This is to ensure all
payments are 1 week in advance.
Lesson invoices are sent to clients
via email from
hello@wildheartmusicstudios.com and are to be paid within 7 days of
submission.
Clients will be provided with a Payer Approval link alongside enrolment
confirmation, allowing for pre-approved automatic payments. This ensures
minimal late payment issues.
Should the Approval system reject payment due to lack of funds or bank error,
the system shall automatically retry payment with your nominated bank or
card. If this is rejected three times, an administrative assistant shall contact
you.
Fees that are not paid within the agreed upon timeframe, will incur a 10
percent late fee, unless discussed prior.
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ENROLMENT POLICY
•
•
•
•

Lesson fees are non-refundable, unless due to extreme or undesirable
circumstances.
Payment and confirmation are due a week before scheduled class.
Lessons that fall on Public Holidays will be rescheduled.
Payment methods accepted include;
- Credit card
- Direct Debit (lessons paid a week in advance)
- Pre-Approval System of Automatic payments (recommended)

RESCHEDULING POLICY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

If you are unavailable to attend your lesson, 24 hours’ notice is required in
order to reschedule.
Refunds will not be given for cancelled or missed lessons as it is a reservation
of a coach’s time. Lessons shall be made up on the provision you have makeup lessons available.
Missed lessons cannot be carried over into next term.
Any changes to an individual’s lesson must be notified, and all
communications made with hello@wildheartmusicstudios.com
No changes to lessons, including day, time, cancellation or missed, should be
conducted with the individual coach, but instead emailed to the administrative
email address above.
If your coach is unable to attend the lesson, we will find you a replacement
coach or reschedule your lesson.
We aim to reschedule lessons wherever possible, however it is not
guaranteed due to demand and availability.
Students are allowed a maximum of 2 make–up lessons per term. Should
make-up lessons exceed this number on fault of the student, no additional
make-up lessons shall be held. If additional make-up lessons are at fault of
your coach and/or the Music Studios, additional make-ups will be upheld.
Make-up sessions will be organised in accordance with the NSW school
holiday break, or at an otherwise agreed time between administration, the
coach and the customer.

PRIVACY AND SECURITY
•
•
•

Any personal information given to Wild Heart Music Studios, will remain
confidential and only used for the purposes in which it is intended.
Such information will be used to identify you as the client when making
bookings, to contact you when necessary and to keep you up to date in
present or future events.
Your personal information will not be used for commercial purposes and will
not be distributed to any other individual, group and or organisation.
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MEDIA AND PRIVACY
•

•

Photos, audio and or video recordings may be posted to our relevant social
media pages as well as website. The client is required to sign a media
consent release form, attached below. If you do not wish to have anything
online, please let us know.
All content will be available to you via email, upon request.

REPRESENTATION
•

•

All performers representing Wild Heart Music Studios (and Wild Heart
Creatives in a wider relation) at public events are required to act in a
respectable, professional manner, and perform on and offstage to their best
ability.
All performers representing Wild Heart Music Studios (and Wild Heart
Creatives in a wider relation) agree to give professional and accurate artistic
representations, not displaying rude, crude of offensive materials that may
negatively reflect the company.

REQUIREMENTS
•

Coaches require a set space within a client’s home for mobile coaching. This
space should be able to accommodate – a mobile keyboard, a laptop and
movement space for students. Additionally, coaches shall require a power
source for all electrical equipment.

SUBMISSION &
CONFIRMATION
By both submitting the online enrolment form
and confirming enrolment via email with
hello@wildheartmusicstudios.com you agree
to the terms and conditions as stated by Wild
Heart Music Studios for enrolment, therefore
acknowledge and agree to the above terms
and conditions of my enrolment with Wild
Heart Music Studios, and understand that any
breach or discrepancy could lead to loss of
enrolment position.
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IMAGE PUBLISHING
PUBLISHING STUDENT INFORMATION
Wild Heart Creatives may publish information about clients/students for the purposes
of sharing his/her experiences with other students/artists, informing the company
divisions and broader community about company and student activities and
recording student participation in noteworthy projects or community service.
This information may include clients/student’s name and information collected such
as photographs, sound and visual recordings of you/your child, clients/student’s work
and expressions of opinion such as in interactive media.
The communications in which your child’s information may be published include but
are not limited to:
• Company publications including newsletters, promotional material published
in print and electronically including on the Wild Heart Creatives websites
• Official Wild Heart Creatives and division social media accounts on networks
such as YouTube, Facebook and Twitter pages.
Clients/caregivers should be aware that when information is published on public
websites and social media channels it can be linked to by third parties and may be
discoverable online for a number of years, if not permanently. Search engines may
also cache or retain copies of published information.

PERMISSION TO PUBLISH
I have read the information about publishing student information (above) and:
I, _______________________ (on behalf of _______________________) give
permission for Wild Heart Creatives, inclusive of all divisions) to publish information
about myself (adult clients)/my child in publicly accessible communications. This
permission remains effective until I advise otherwise.

___________________________
Signature
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